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Abstract
The connection between computability and de…nability is one of the
main themes in computable model theory. A decidable theory has a decidable model, that is, a model with a decidable elementary diagram. On
the other hand, in a computable model only the atomic diagram must
be decidable. For some nonisomorphic structures that are elementarily
equivalent, we can use computable (in…nitary) sentences to describe different structures. In general, if two computable structures satisfy the same
computable sentences, then they are isomorphic. Roughly speaking, computable formulas are L!1 ! -formulas with disjunctions and conjunctions
over computably enumerable index sets. Let > 0 be a computable ordinal. A computable
( , resp.) formula is a computably enumerable
disjunction (conjunction, resp.) of formulas 9u (x; u) (8u (x; u), resp.)
where
is computable
( , resp.) for some < . A computable
0 or
0 formula is a …nitary quanti…er-free formula. To show that our
Harizanov was partially supported by the Simons FoundationCollaboration Grant and
CCAS Dean’s Research Chair award of the George Washington University.
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descriptions of structures by computable in…nitary formulas are optimal
we often consider index sets and analyze their complexity. The index set
of a structure A is the set of all Gödel indices for computable isomorphic
copies of A.
For a complexity class P, a computable structure A is P-categorical if
for all computable B isomorphic to A, there is an isomorphism in P. A
computable structure A is relatively P-categorical if for all B isomorphic
to A, there is an isomorphism that is P relative to the atomic diagram of
B. There is a powerful syntactic condition that is equivalent to relative
0
-categoricity. The condition is that there is a computably enumerable
Scott family of computable
formulas. For every computable , there
are 0 -categorical structures that do not have corresponding e¤ective
Scott families.
A relation R on a computable structure A, which is not named in
the language of A, is called intrinsically P on A if the image of R under
every isomorphism from A onto another computable structure belongs to
P. A relation R is relatively intrinsically P on A if the image of R under
every isomorphism from A to any structure B is P relative to the atomic
diagram of B. A relation R is relatively intrinsically 0 i¤ R is de…nable
by a computable
formula with …nitely many parameters. For every
computable , there are intrinsically 0 relations on computable structures, which are not de…nable by computable
formulas. On the other
hand, intrinsically 11 relations on computable structures coincide with
relatively intrinsically 11 relations, and are exactly the relations de…nable by computable in…nitary formulas with …nitely many parameters.
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Introduction and preliminaries. Theories, diagrams, and models

In the 1970s, Metakides and Nerode, together with other researchers in the
United States, initiated a systematic study of computability in mathematical structures and constructions by using modern computability-theoretic tools,
such as the priority method and various coding techniques. At the same time
and independently, computable model theory was developed in the Siberian
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school of constructive mathematics by Goncharov, Nurtazin and Peretyat’kin.
While in classical mathematics we can replace some constructions by e¤ective
ones, for others such replacement is impossible in principle. For example, from
the point of view of computability theory, isomorphic structures may have very
di¤erent properties.
We will assume that all structures are at most countable and their languages
are computable. A computable language is a countable language with algorithmically presented set of symbols and their arities. The universe A of an in…nite
countable structure A can be identi…ed with !. If L is the language of A, then
LA is the language L expanded by adding a constant symbol for every a 2 A,
and AA = (A; a)a2A is the corresponding expansion of A to LA . The atomic
(open) diagram of a structure A , D(A), is the set of all quanti…er-free sentences
of LA true in AA . A structure is computable if its atomic diagram is computable.
The Turing degree of A, deg(A), is the Turing degree of the atomic diagram of
A. The elementary (complete, full) diagram of A, denoted by Dc (A), is the set
of all sentences of LA that are true in AA .
We will assume that our theories are countable and consistent. Henkin’s construction of a model for a complete decidable theory is e¤ective and produces
a structure A with a computable domain such that the elementary diagram of
A is computable. A structure A is called decidable if its elementary diagram
Dc (A) is computable. Thus, in the case of a computable structure, our starting point is semantic, while in the case of a decidable structure, the starting
point is syntactic. It is easy to see that not every computable structure is decidable. For example, the standard model of arithmetic, N = (!; +; ; S; 0), is
computable but not decidable. On the other hand, Tennenbaum showed that if
A is a nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic (P A), then A is not computable.
Harrison-Trainor [87] has recently established that characterizing those computable structures that have a decidable copy is a 11 -complete problem. There
are familiar structures A such that for all B = A, we have Dc (B) T D(B). In
particular, this is true for algebraically closed …elds, and for other structures for
which we have e¤ective elimination of quanti…ers.
In computable model theory, we investigate structures, their theories, fragments of diagrams, relations, and isomorphisms within various computabilitytheoretic hierarchies, such as arithmetic or, more generally, hyperarithmetical hierarchy, or within Turing degree and other degree-theoretic hierarchies.
Computability-theoretic notation in this paper is standard and as in [151]. We
X
X
review some basic notions and notation. For X
!, let 'X
0 ; '1 ; '2 ; : : : be a
…xed e¤ective enumeration of all unary X-computable functions. For a structure
D(B)
B, 'B
. If X is computable, we omit the superscript X. For
e stands for 'e
X
e 2 !, let We = dom('X
e ). Hence W0 ; W1 ; W2 ; : : : is an e¤ective enumeration
of all computably enumerable (c.e.) sets. By X T Y (X T Y , respectively)
we denote that X is Turing reducible to Y (X is Turing equivalent to Y , respectively). By X <T Y we denote that X T Y but Y T X. We write
x = deg(X) for the Turing degree of X. Thus, 0 = deg(;). Let n 1. Then
x(n) = deg(X (n) ), where X (n) is the n-th Turing jump of X. For a set X, we de3

…ne the !-jump of X by X (!) = fhx; ni : x 2 X (n) g, and let x(!) = deg(X (!) ).
The degree 0(!) is a natural upper bound for the sequence (0(n) )n2! , although
no ascending sequence of Turing degrees has a least upper bound. By
we
denote the join of Turing degrees. A set X T ;0 and its Turing degree x are
called low if x0 00 , and low n if x(n) 0(n) .
An important question is when a theory has a decidable or a computable
model, or a model of certain Turing degree. It is easy to see that the theory
of a structure A is computable in Dc (A), and that Dc (A) is computable in
(D(A))(!) . The low basis theorem of Jockusch and Soare can be used to obtain
for a theory S, a model A with
(Dc (A))0

T

S0:

The atomic diagram of a model of a theory may be of much lower Turing degree
than the theory itself. For example, while the standard model of arithmetic N is
(!)
computable, its theory, true arithmetic, T h(N ) = T A, is of Turing degree 0 .
Harrington and Knight (see [11]) proved that there is a nonstandard model M
of P A such that M is low and T h(M) T ;(!) . Knight [105] proved that if A
is a nonstandard model of P A, then there exists B isomorphic to A such that
D(B) <T D(A).
A set is 0n if it is c.e. relative to 0(n 1) . A set is 0n if its negation is 0n , and
a set is 0n if it is both 0n and 0n . Let 00 =def 01 . A set X is arithmetical
if X
;(k) for some k
0. Gödel established that a set X, or a relation R,
is arithmetical if and only if it is de…nable in the standard model of arithmetic
N . Moreover, R is 0n ( 0n , respectively) if and only if it is de…nable in N
by a 0n ( 0n , respectively) formula. 01 sets are exactly c.e. sets. One of the
main results in computable mathematics, due to Matiyasevich, which implies
the undecidability of the Hilbert Tenth Problem is that the Diophantine sets
of natural numbers coincide with the c.e. sets. A set X
! is Diophantine if
there is a polynomial p(y; x1 ; :::; xm ) with integer coe¢ cients such that for every
natural number n, we have that n 2 X if and only if there are natural numbers
c1 ; :::; cm such that p(n; c1 ; :::; cm ) = 0.
The set of all computable types of a complete decidable theory is a 02
set. Every principal type of such a theory is computable, and the set of all its
principal types is 01 . A countable structure A is homogeneous if for every two
!
!
…nite sequences !
a and b of the same length n, if !
a and b realize the same
!
n-type in A, then there is an automorphism of A taking !
a to b . Prime models
and countable saturated models are examples of homogeneous models. The
study of the computable content of these models was initiated in the 1970s. A
model A of a theory T is prime if for all models B of T , A elementarily embeds
into B. It is well known that all prime models of a given theory are isomorphic,
and that every complete atomic theory has a prime model. Goncharov and
Nurtazin [75], and independently Harrington [83] established that a complete
decidable theory T with a prime model has a decidable prime model if and only
if the set of all principal types of T is uniformly computable.
4

N. Khisamiev [101] showed that there is a complete theory of abelian groups
with both a computable model and a prime model, but no computable prime
model. More recently, Hirschfeldt [93] showed that there is a complete theory of linear orderings having a computable model and a prime model, but no
computable prime model.
A countable model is saturated if it realizes every type of its language augmented by any …nite tuple of constants for its elements. Morley [135] and
T. Millar [129] independently proved that a complete decidable theory T has a
decidable saturated model if and only if the set of all types of T is uniformly
computable. For example, it was shown recently in [26] that the theory of differentially closed …elds of characteristic 0, in symbols DCF0 , has a decidable
saturated model. If the types are not uniformly computable, then the existence
of a decidable saturated model is not guaranteed, as shown by counterexamples
constructed independently by Goncharov and Nurtazin [75], Morley [135] and
T. Millar [129].
For a structure A, the type spectrum of A is the set of all types realized
in A. Goncharov [62], Peretyat’kin [140] and T. Millar [128] independently
showed that there exists a complete decidable theory T having a homogeneous
model M without a decidable copy, such that the type spectrum of M consists only of computable types and is computable. In fact, Goncharov [62] and
Peretyat’kin [140] provided a criterion for a homogeneous model to be decidable. Their criterion can be stated in terms of the e¤ective extension property.
A computable set of computable types of a theory has the e¤ ective extension
property if there is a partial computable function f that given a type n of arity
k and a formula i of arity k + 1 (identi…ed with their indices), outputs the
index for a type containing n and i , if there exists such a type.
A theory is called Ehrenfeucht if it has …nitely many but at least two countable models, up to isomorphism. By Vaught’s theorem, if a theory has two
nonisomorphic models, then it has at least three nonisomorphic models. An example of a theory with exactly three countable models was given by Ehrenfeucht.
His result can be easily generalized to obtain a theory with exactly n countable
models, for any …nite n 3. Gavryushkin constructed examples of computable
Ehrenfeucht models of arbitrarily high arithmetical and non-arithmetical complexity.
Theorem 1. ([58]) For every n
3, there exists an Ehrenfeucht theory T
of arbitrary arithmetical complexity such that it has n countable models, up to
isomorphism, and it has a computable model among them. There also exists
such a theory that is Turing equivalent to ;(!) .
A theory is called -categorical, where
is an in…nite cardinal, if it has
exactly one model of cardinality , up to isomorphism. The theories that are @0 categorical are also called countably categorical. Morley’s categoricity theorem
states that if a theory T is -categorical for some uncountable cardinal , then
T is -categorical for all uncountable cardinals . Hence, theories categorical in
an uncountable cardinal are also called uncountably categorical. A theory that is
5

both countably and uncountably categorical is simply called totally categorical.
For the case of countably categorical theories, Lerman and Schmerl [117] gave
su¢ cient conditions for the existence of a computable model, which were later
extended by Knight in [107]. Knight proved that if T is a countably categorical
theory such that T \ n+2 is 0n+1 uniformly in n, then T has a computable
model. The natural question is whether there exist such countably categorical
theories of higher complexity. Fokina established the following result using the
method of Marker’s extension. (For Marker’s extension see [71].)
Theorem 2. ([53]) There exists a countably categorical theory of arbitrary
arithmetical complexity, which has a computable model.
The problem of the existence of a countably categorical theory of nonarithmetical complexity was resolved by Khoussainov and Montalbán [103].
They showed that there exists a countably categorical theory S with a computable model such that S T 0(!) . The unique model of their theory in an
in…nite language is, up to isomorphism, a modi…cation of the random graph.
Andrews [3] later established the following result about truth-table (tt-) degrees. Truth-table reducibility, a version of strong Turing reducibility where
the reduction presents a single list of questions to the oracle simultaneously
(depending only on the input) and then after seeing the answers produces the
output.
Theorem 3. ([3]) In every tt-degree that is 0(!) , there is a countably categorical theory in a …nite language with a computable model.
A complete theory T is strongly minimal if any de…nable (with parameters)
subset of any model M of T is …nite or co…nite. We call a structure strongly
minimal if it has a strongly minimal theory. Andrews and Knight [5] showed
that if T is a strongly minimal theory and for n 1, T \ n+2 is 0n , uniformly
in n, then every model has a computable copy. This result relativized to ;000
gives the following corollary.
Theorem 4. ([5]) If a strongly minimal theory has a computable model, then
every model has a 04 copy.
Andrews and J. Miller [7] de…ned the (Turing degree) spectrum of a theory
T to be the set of Turing degrees of models of T . The idea behind this notion
is to better understand the relationship between the model-theoretic properties
of a theory and the computability-theoretic complexity of its models. On the
other hand, the (Turing) degree spectrum of a structure A is
DgSp(A) = fdeg(D(B)) : B = Ag.
A structure A is called automorphically trivial if there exists a …nite subset
fa1 ; : : : ; an g of the domain of A such that every permutation f of the domain
with f (ai ) = ai for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng is an automorphism of A. These structures
include all …nite structures and also some in…nite structures such as the complete graph on countably many vertices. A structure A in a …nite language is
6

automorphically trivial if and only if its spectrum is f0g. The spectrum of an
automorphically trivial structure always contains exactly one Turing degree, but
if the language is in…nite, that degree can be noncomputable. Knight proved the
following fundamental result. If A is not automorphically trivial, then for any
two Turing degrees c d, if c 2DegSp(A), then also d 2DegSp(A). Moreover,
we have the following result.
Theorem 5. [82] (a) For every automorphically nontrivial structure A, and
every set X T Dc (A), there exists B = A such that
Dc (B)

T

D(B)

T

X.

(b) For every automorphically trivial structure A, we have Dc (A)

T

D(A).

Theory spectra may coincide with degree spectra of structures, e.g., the
cones above arbitrary Turing degrees are both theory spectra and degree spectra, as well as the set of all noncomputable degrees. On the other hand,
there are examples of theory spectra that are not degree spectra for any structure, such as the degrees of complete extensions of Peano arithmetic, and the
union of the cones above two incomparable Turing degrees [7]. On the other
hand, by [76], there is a structure the degree spectrum of which consists of
exactly the non-hyperarithmetical degrees, while as shown in [7], the set of
non-hyperarithmetical degrees is not the spectrum of a theory. Further interesting examples of theory spectra can be found in [7], and for the case of atomic
theories in [6].
A structure A is called n-decidable for n
1 if the n -diagram of A is
decidable. We will denote the n -diagram of A by Dn (A). For sets X and
Y , we say that Y is c.e. in and above (c.e.a. in) X if Y is c.e. relative to X,
and X T Y . For any structure A, Dn+1 (A) is c.e.a. in Dn (A), uniformly in
n, where D0 (A) = D(A). For all n, there are n-decidable structures that do
not have (n + 1)-decidable copies. that Chisholm and Moses [39] established
that there is a linear ordering that is n-decidable for every n 2 !, but has no
decidable copy. Goncharov [64] obtained a similar result for Boolean algebras.
Harrison-Trainor [87] has recently established that for n
1, characterizing
those computable structures that have an n-decidable copy is a 11 -complete
problem.
Turing jump of a structure and di¤erent forms of the jump inversion for a
structure have been studied independently by Baleva, Soskov, and A. Soskova in
Bulgaria, by Morozov, Stukachev, and Puzarenko in Russia, and by Montalbán
in the United States. We say that a structure A admits strong jump inversion
if for every oracle X, if X 0 computes D(C)0 for some C = A, then X computes
D(B) for some B = A. Equivalently, for every oracle X, if A has a copy that
is low over X, then it has a copy that is computable in X. Here, when we say
that C is low over X, we mean that D(C)0 T X 0 . For example, if A is an
equivalence structure with in…nitely many in…nite classes, then A admits strong
jump inversion. That is because if A is low over X, then the character of A,
consisting of pairs (n; k) such that there are at least k classes of size n, is 02
7

relative to A, so it is 02 relative to X. Then A has an X-computable copy.
Downey and Jockusch [44] established that every Boolean algebra admits strong
jump inversion. More recently, D. Marker and R. Miller [121] have shown that
all countable models of the theory of di¤erentially closed …elds of characteristic
0, in symbols DCF0 , admit strong jump inversion.
Not all countable structures admit strong jump inversion. Jockusch and
Soare [98] proved that there are low linear orderings without computable copies.
If T is a low completion of P A, then there is a model A such that its atomic
diagram D(A) is computable in T , hence D(A)0 is 02 . However, since A is
necessarily non-standard, it does not have a computable copy.
The authors of [26] established a general result with su¢ cient conditions for
a structure A to admit strong jump inversion. The conditions involve saturation
properties and an enumeration of B1 -types, where these are made up of formulas
that are Boolean combinations of existential formulas. The general result applies
to some familiar kinds of structures, including some classes of linear orderings
and trees, as well as DCF0 . It also applies to Boolean algebras with no 1-atom,
with some extra information on the complexity of the isomorphism. Our general
result gives the result of Marker and Miller. In order to apply our general result,
we produce a computable enumeration of the types realized in models of DCF0 .
This also yields the fact that the saturated model of DCF0 has a decidable copy.
The general result applies to structures from familiar algebraic classes, including certain classes of linear orderings, abelian p-groups, equivalence structures, and trees. When a structure A admits strong jump inversion, and A is
low relative to an oracle X, the authors of [26] also considered the complexity
of the isomorphisms between A and its X-computable copies. In the case of an
in…nite Boolean algebra with no 1-atom, such an isomorphism can be chosen to
be 03 relative to X. This is interesting because Knight and Stob [111] established that any low Boolean algebra has a computable copy and a corresponding
0
4 isomorphism, and this bound has been proven to be sharp.
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Computable in…nitary formulas. Scott rank

Several important notions of computability on e¤ective structures have syntactic
characterizations, which involve computable in…nitary formulas introduced by
Ash. Formulas of L!1 ! are in…nitary formulas with countable disjunctions and
conjunctions, but only …nite strings of quanti…ers. If we restrict the disjunctions
and conjunctions to c.e. sets, then we have the computable in…nitary formulas.
Ash de…ned computable
and
formulas of L!1 ! , where is a computable
ordinal, recursively and simultaneously and together with their Gödel numbers.
An ordinal is computable if it is …nite or is the order type of a computable
well ordering on !. The computable ordinals form a countable initial segment of
the ordinals. Kleene’s O is the set of notations for computable ordinals, together
with a partial ordering <O (see [146, 147]). The ordinal 0 gets notation 1. If a
is a notation for , then 2a is a notation for + 1. Then a <O 2a , and also, if
8

b <O a, then b <O 2a . Suppose is a limit ordinal. If 'e is a total function,
giving notations for an increasing sequence of ordinals with limit , then 3 5e
is a notation for . For all n, we have 'e (n) <O 3 5e , and if b <O 'e (n),
then b <O 3 5e . Let jaj denote the ordinal with notation a. If a 2 O, then the
restriction of <O to the set pred(a) = fb 2 O : b <O ag is a well ordering of type
jaj. For a 2 O, pred(a) is c.e., uniformly in a. The set O is 11 -complete. A 11
subset of O is 11 i¤ it is contained in a set of the form O = fb 2 O : jbj < g,
where is a computable ordinal.
For computable in…nitary formulas, we cannot bring the quanti…ers outside,
but we can bring negations inside. We have a resemblance to normal form,
and we can classify formulas according to the number of alternations of in…nite
disjunction/9 with in…nite conjunction/8. The computable 0 and 0 formulas
are the …nitary quanti…er-free formulas. The computable
+1 formulas are of
the form
_
9!
y n n (!
x;!
y n );
n2We

where for n 2 We , n is a
formula indexed by its Gödel number, and
9!
y n is a …nite block of existential quanti…ers. That is,
+1 formulas are c.e.
disjunctions of 9
formulas. Similarly,
+1 formulas are c.e. conjunctions of
8
formulas. It can be shown that a computable 1 formula is of the form
_
9!
y n n (!
x;!
y n );
n2!

where ( n (!
x;!
y n ))n2! is a computable sequence of quanti…er-free formulas.
IfW is a limit
( , respectively) formulas are of the form
V ordinal, then
n (
n , respectively), such that there is a sequence ( n )n2We of
n2We

n2We

ordinals having limit , given by the ordinal notation for , and every n is a
( n , respectively) formula. For a more precise de…nition of computable
n
and
formulas see [11].
The least noncomputable ordinal is denoted by ! CK
1 , where CK stands for
Church-Kleene. To extend the arithmetical hierarchy, we de…ne the representative sets in the hyperarithmetical hierarchy, Ha for a 2 O. The de…nition is
recursive, and is based on iterating Turing jump: H1 = ;, H2a = (Ha )0 , and
H3 5e = f2x 3n : x 2 H'e (n) g. Let be an in…nite computable ordinal. Then a
set is 0 if it is c.e. relative to some Ha such that is represented by notation
a. A set is 0 if its negation is 0 , and a set is 0 if it is both 0 and 0 .
A set is hyperarithmetical if it is 0 for some computable . Hence, a set X is
hyperarithmetical if (9a 2 O)[X T Ha ]. The hyperarithmetical sets coincide
with 11 sets.
The important property of these formulas is given in the following theorem
due to Ash.
Theorem 6. For a structure A, if (!
x ) is a computable
( ) formula,
then the set f!
a : A j= (!
a )g is 0 ( 0 ) relative to the atomic diagram of A.
A

9

As an example, we will consider some de…nable properties of a countable
reduced abelian p-group, where p is a prime number. Recall that a p-group is
a group in which every element has order pn for some n. Countable reduced
Abelian p-groups are of particular interest because of their classi…cation up to
isomorphism by Ulm. We de…ne a sequence of subgroups G , letting G0 = G,
G +1 = pG , and for limit , G = \ < G . There is a countable ordinal
such that G = G +1 . The least such
is the length of G, denoted by
(G). The group is reduced if G (G) = f0g. An element x 6= 0 has height
if x 2 G
G +1 . Let P (G) be the set of element of G of order p. Let
P = G \ P (G). For each < (G), P =P +1 is a vector space over Zp of
dimension
@0 , and this dimension is denoted by u (G). The Ulm sequence
for G is the sequence (u (G)) < (G) .
For any computable ordinal , it is fairly straightforward to write a computable in…nitary sentence stating that G is a reduced Abelian p-group of length
at most , and describing its Ulm invariants. In particular, Barker established
the following results.
Proposition 1. [16] Let G be a computable Abelian p-group.
1. G!

is

0
2

2. G!

+m

is

3. P!

is

0
2

4. P!

+m

is

.
0
2 +1 .

.
0
2 +1 .

Proof. It is easy to see that 3 and 4 follow from 1 and 2, respectively. Toward
1 and 2, note the following:
x 2 Gm () 9y[pm y = x];
^
^
9y[pm y = x];
x 2 G! ()
m2!

x 2 G!

+m

x 2 G!

+!

x 2 G!

() 9y[pm y = x & G! (y)];
^
^
()
9y[pm y = x & G! (y)];
m2!

()

^
^

G! (x) for limit .

<

Using these results, it is easy to write, for any computable ordinal , a
computable 2 +1 sentence the models of which are exactly the reduced abelian
p-groups of length ! .
Harizanov, Knight, and Morozov gave conditions for intrinsic collapse of the
complete diagram to the n-diagram using in…nitary formulas.
10

Theorem 7. [82] For any structure A and any n, the following are equivalent.
(i) For all B = A, Dc (B) T Dn (B).
(ii) For some tuple !
c , there is a computable function d taking each (…nitary) formula (!
x ) to a formula d (c; !
x ), a c.e. disjunction of (…nitary) 0n+1
!
formulas with parameters c , such that
A j= 8!
x [ (!
x ) , d (!
c ;!
x )].
As an application of this theorem, let B be a linear ordering of type ! n
for n 1. Then
Dc (B) T D2n (B)
and we obtain formulas d as follows. Let A be an ordering of type ! n
such
that Dc (A) is computable. For each tuple !
a , we can …nd a (…nitary) 02n+1
!
!
!
!
formula !
a ( x ) de…ning the orbit of a . Then for each formula ( x ), d ( x )
!
!
!
is the disjunction of these !
a ( x ) for a satisfying ( x ). It can be shown that
there is a formula such that d cannot be made …nitary even for n = 1.
Ehrenfeucht gave an example of a complete theory with exactly three models,
up to isomorphism. The language of the theory has a binary relation symbol <
and constants cn for n 2 !. The axioms say that < is a dense linear ordering
without endpoints, and the constants are strictly increasing. The theory T
has the following three countable models, up to isomorphism. There is the
prime model, in which there is no upper bound for the constants. There is
the saturated model, in which the constants have an upper bound but no least
upper bound. There is the middle model, in which there is a least upper bound
for the constants. Let A1 be the prime model, let A2 be the middle model, and
let A3 be the saturated model. The following examples of Scott sentences are
due to S. Quinn (see [29]).
A computable 2 sentence characterizing the models of T such that
_
_
(8x)
x < cn
n2!

is a Scott sentence for A1 .
We have a computable 3 Scott sentence for A2 describing a model of T
such that
^
^
^
^
(9x) [
x > cn & (8y) [(
y > cn ) ! y x]].
n2!

n2!

We have a computable 3 Scott sentence for A3 , describing a model of T
such that
^
^
^
^
^
^
(9x) [
x > cn ] & (8y) [
y > cn =) (9z)[
z > cn & z < y]].
n2!

n2!

n2!
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A d- 0 formula is the conjunction of a 0 formula and a 0 formula. Knight
and Saraph [110] proved that a …nitely generated abelian group has a computable d- 02 Scott sentence. The in…nite dihedral group is given by the presentation ha; b j a2 ; b2 i. Knight and Saraph [110] also proved that a computable
in…nite dihedral group has a computable d- 02 Scott sentence. Scott sentences
for many other classes of groups were investigated. For example, Ho [97] proved
that every computable polycyclic group has a computable d- 02 Scott sentence.
We can measure the complexity of a countable structure by looking for a
Scott sentence of minimal complexity. A. Miller [130], using a result of D.
Miller [131], proved that for a countable ordinal
1, if A has a 0 +1 Scott
0
0
sentence and a
Scott sentence.
+1 Scott sentence, then it must have a d0
0
Hence for
2, if A has a
Scott sentence and a
Scott sentence, then it
must have a d- 0 Scott sentence for some < . Therefore, the optimal Scott
sentence for a given structure is 0 , 0 , or d- 0 for some . Alvir, Knight,
and McCoy [2] established an e¤ective version of A. Miller’s result.
Theorem 8. [2] Let
2 be a computable ordinal. If a structure A has a
computable 0 Scott sentence and a computable 0 Scott sentence, then it must
have a computable d- 0 Scott sentence for some < .
Knight and Saraph [110] showed that a …nitely generated structure always
has a 03 Scott sentence. However, many …nitely generated groups have a simpler
description, which is d- 02 . Harrison-Trainor and Ho [88] gave a characterization
of …nitely generated structures for which the 03 Scott sentence is optimal. A
0
substructure B of a structure A is a
1 -elementary substructure of M if for
!
!
!
!
every existential formula ( x ) and b 2 B lh( x ) , we have A j= ( b ) i¤ AB j=
!
( b ).
Theorem 9. [88, 2] For a …nitely generated structure A, the following are
equivalent.
(i) A has a d- 02 Scott sentence.
(ii) A does not contain a proper 01 -elementary substructure isomorphic to
itself.
(iii) For all (or some) generating tuples of A, the orbit is de…ned by a 01
formula.
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) has been established by Alvir, Knight, and
McCoy [2]. Since every …nitely generated …eld satis…es condition (ii) of the
previous theorem, it follows that a …nitely generated …eld has a d- 02 Scott
sentence.
The compactness theorem of Kreisel and Barwise states that if is a 11 set
of computable in…nitary sentences such that every 11 subset of has a model,
then has a model. As a corollary we obtain the following result (see [11]).
Theorem 10. Let be a 11 set of computable in…nitary sentences. If every
1
has a computable model, then has a computable model.
1 set
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The following result is a special case of a result of Ressayre in [144] (see
[11]).
!
Theorem 11. Let A be a hyperarithmetical structure. If !
a and b are tuples in A satisfying the same computable in…nitary formulas, then there is an
!
automorphism of A taking !
a to b .
Similarly, if A and B are hyperarithmetical structures satisfying the same
computable sentences, then A = B (see [72]).
The Scott isomorphism theorem says that for any countable structure A for
a computable language, there is an L!1 ! sentence such that the countable
models of are exactly the isomorphic copies of A. For a proof of the Scott
isomorphism theorem see [11]. The proof leads to an assignment of ordinals to
countable structures, which we call Scott rank. By a result of Nadel [137], for
any hyperarithmetical structure, there is a computable Scott sentence i¤ the
Scott rank is computable.
There are several di¤erent de…nitions of Scott rank. The one used by Sacks
[148] involves a sequence of expansions of A. Let A0 = A, let A +1 be the
result of adding to A predicates for the types realized in A , and for limit
, let A be the limit of the expansions A , for < . For some countable
ordinal , A is atomic. The least such is the rank. However, we will use the
de…nition of the Scott rank given in [11] (also see [30]). First we de…ne a family
!
of equivalence relations on …nite tuples !
a and b of elements in A, of the same
length.
! !
!
b if a and b satisfy the same quanti…er-free formulas.
!
2. For > 0, we say that !
a
b if for all < , for every !
c , there exists
!
!
! !
d , and for every d , there exists !
c , such that !
a ;!
c
b; d.

1. We say that !
a

0

!
The Scott rank of a tuple !
a in A is the least such that for all b , the relation
!
!
!
a
b implies (A; !
a ) = (A; b ). The Scott rank of A, SR(A), is the least
ordinal greater than the ranks of all tuples in A. For example, if L is a linear
order of type !, then SR(L) = 2. For a hyperarithmetical structure, the Scott
rank is at most ! CK
+ 1. A Harrison ordering is a computable ordering of
1
type ! CK
is the order type of the rationals. Here, for orderings
1 (1 + ), where
L1 and L2 , L1 L2 is the result of replacing each element of L2 by a copy of L1 .
Harrison [85] showed the such an ordering exists. It can be shown that its Scott
rank is ! CK
+ 1.
1
In general, it can be shown (see [11, 30]) that for a computable structure A,
we have the following.
1. SR(A) < ! CK
if there is a computable ordinal such that the orbits of
1
all tuples are de…ned by computable
formulas.
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2. SR(A) = ! CK
if the orbits of all tuples are de…ned by computable in…ni1
tary formulas, but there is no bound on the complexity of these formulas.
3. SR(A) = ! CK
+ 1 if there is some tuple the orbit of which is not de…ned
1
by any computable in…nitary formula.
There are structures in natural classes, for example, abelian p-groups, where
p is a prime number, with arbitrarily large computable ranks, and of rank ! CK
1 +
1, but none of rank ! CK
(see
[18]).
Makkai
was
the
…rst
to
prove
the
existence
1
of a structure of Scott rank ! CK
1 .
Theorem 12. [119] There is an arithmetical structure of Scott rank ! CK
1 .
In [109], J. Millar and Knight showed that such structure can be made computable. Through the recent work of Calvert, Knight, and J. Millar [31], Calvert,
Goncharov, and Knight [27], and Freer [56], we started to better understand the
structures of Scott rank ! CK
1 .
Theorem 13. [31, 27] There are computable structures of Scott rank ! CK
in
1
the following classes: trees, undirected graphs, …elds of any …xed characteristic,
and linear orders.
Sacks asked whether for known examples of computable structures of Scott
rank ! CK
1 , the computable in…nitary theories are @0 -categorical. In [28], Calvert,
Goncharov, J. Millar, and Knight gave an a¢ rmative answer for known examples. In [126], J. Millar and Sacks introduced an innovative technique that
CK
produced a countable structure A of Scott rank ! CK
such that ! A
and
1
1 = !1
the L!CK
-theory
of
A
is
not
@
-categorical.
Finally,
Harrison-Trainor,
Igusa
0
;!
1
and Knight gave a negative answer to Sacks’s question.
Theorem 14. [?] There is a computable structure M of Scott rank ! CK
such
1
that the computable in…nitary theory of M is not @0 -categorical.

3

Index sets of structures and classes of structures

In order to measure computability-theoretic complexity of countable structures,
one of the main goals is to …nd an optimal de…nition of the class of structures
under investigation. This often requires the use of various internal properties of
the structures in the class. After a reasonable de…nition is found, it is necessary
to prove its sharpness. Usually, this is done by proving completeness in some
complexity class.
We may state our goal as follows. Let K be a class of structures. We denote
by K c the set of computable structures in K. A computable characterization
of K should separate computable structures in K from all other structures
(those not in K, or noncomputable ones). A computable classi…cation for K
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up to an equivalence relation E (isomorphism, computable isomorphism, etc.)
should determine each computable element, up to the equivalence E, in terms
of relatively simple invariants. In [72], Goncharov and Knight presented three
possible approaches to the study of computable characterizations of classes of
structures.
Within the framework of the …rst approach, we say that K has a computable
characterization if K c is the set of computable models of a computable sentence. The class of linear orderings can be characterized by a single …rst-order
sentence. The class of abelian p-groups is characterized by a single computable
2 sentence. The classes of well orderings and reduced abelian p-groups cannot
be characterized by single computable sentences.
Furthermore, we say that there is a computable classi…cation for K if there
is a computable bound on the ranks of elements of K c . By a computable rank
Rc (A) of a structure A we mean the least ordinal such that for all tuples !
a
!
and b in A, of the same length, if for all < , all computable
formulas
!
!
that true of a are also true of b , then there is an automorphism of A taking
!
!
a to b . For example, the computable rank of a vector space over Q is 1. There
is no computable bound on computable ranks of linear orders and abelian pgroups. The computable rank is not the same as the Scott rank. However, for
a hyperarithmetical structure, its computable rank is a computable ordinal just
in case its Scott rank is computable (see [72]). If A is hyperarithmetical, then
Rc (A) ! CK
1 .
The second approach involves the notion of an index set. For a computable
structure A, an index is a number e such that 'e = D(A) , where ('e )e2! is a
computable enumeration of all unary partial computable functions. We denote
the structure with index e by Ae . The index set for A is the set I(A) of all indices
for computable (isomorphic) copies of A. For a class K of structures, closed
under isomorphism, the index set is the set I(K) of all indices for computable
members of K. For an equivalence relation E on a class K, we de…ne
I(E; K) = f(m; n) : m; n 2 I(K) & Am EAn g:
Within this approach, we say that K has a computable characterization if I(K)
is hyperarithmetical. The class K has a computable classi…cation up to E if
I(E; K) is hyperarithmetical.
The …rst and the second approach are known to be equivalent [72]. In
fact, we do not know a better way to estimate the complexity of an index set
than by giving a description by a computable formula. (The third approach of
Goncharov and Knight to computable characterization of classes of structures,
equivalent to the other two approaches, involves the notion of an enumeration.)
Theorem 15. ([72]) For the following classes K, the index set I(K) is
1. linear orderings,
2. Boolean algebras,
15

0
2:

3. abelian p-groups,
4. vector spaces over Q.
The results in the following theorem are well-known and can be attributed
to Kleene and Spector.
Theorem 16. For the following classes K, the index set I(K) is not hyperarithmetical:
1. well-orderings,
2. superatomic Boolean algebras,
3. reduced abelian p-groups.
In the next theorem, the complexity of index sets for classes of structures
with important model-theoretic properties are given by White [158], Pavlovskii [139],
0
0
and Fokina [52, 51]. By 03
3 we denote the di¤erence of two
3 sets. This
0
di¤erence is also denoted by d- 3 .
Theorem 17. (a) ([52]) The index set of structures with decidable countably
0
categorical theories is an m-complete 03
3 set.
(b) ([51]) The index set of decidable structures is 03 -complete.
(c) ([158, 139]) The index set of computable prime models is an m-complete
0
!+2 set.
(d) ([158]) The index set of computable homogeneous models is an m-complete
0
!+2 set.
Calvert, Fokina, Goncharov, Knight, Kudinov, Morozov and Puzarenko [25]
investigated index set complexity of structures of certain Scott ranks.
Theorem 18. ([25])
(a) The index set of computable structures with noncomputable Scott ranks
is m-complete 11 .
(b) The index set of structures with the Scott rank ! CK
is m-complete 02
1
relative to Kleene’s O.
(c) The index set of structures with the Scott rank ! CK
+ 1 is m-complete
1
0
relative
to
Kleene’
s
O.
2
A computable structure A may not have a computable Scott sentence. If
it does have a computable Scott sentence , then the complexity of the index
set I(A) is bounded by the complexity of . For many structures from familiar
classes, it is often the case that the complexity of the index set matches that of
an optimal Scott sentence. However, Knight and McCoy demonstrated in [108]
that this is not always the case. Namely, they found a subgroup of Q, which
does not have a d- 02 Scott sentence but its index set is d- 02 .
For some structures, we obtain more meaningful results by locating the given
computable structure A within some natural class K closed under isomorphism.
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De…nition 1. A sentence is a Scott sentence for A within K if the countable
models of in K are exactly the isomorphic copies of A.
We say how to describe A within K, and also how to calculate the complexity
of I(A) within I(K).
De…nition 2. Let
1. I(A) is

be a complexity class.

within K if I(A) = R \ I(K) for some R 2 .

2. I(A) is m-complete within K if I(A) is within K and for any S 2 ,
there is a computable function f : ! ! I(K) such that there is a uniformly
computable sequence (Cn )n2! for which
n 2 S i¤ Cn = A.
That is,
n 2 S i¤ f (n) 2 I(A).

Recall Ehrenfeucht’s example of a complete theory with exactly three countable models, up to isomorphism, in the language with a binary relation symbol
< and constants cn for n 2 !.
Theorem 19. [29] Let K be the class of models of the original Ehrenfeucht
theory T . Let A1 be the prime model, let A2 be the middle model, and let A3 be
the saturated model.
(a) I(A1 ) is m-complete 02 within K.
(b) I(A2 ) is m-complete 03 within K.
(c) I(A3 ) is m-complete 03 within K.
0
Finite structures are easy to describe. By 01
1 we denote the di¤erence
of two c.e. sets. Such a set is also called d-c.e. where d stands for di¤erence.

Theorem 20. Let L be a …nite relational language. Let K be the class of …nite
L-structures, and let A 2 K.
0
If A has size n 1, then I(A) is m-complete 01
1 within K.
Proof. We have a …nitary existential sentence stating that there is a substructure isomorphic to A, and another …nitary existential sentence stating that
there are at least n + 1 elements. Then ^ : is a Scott sentence for A. It
follows that I(A) is d-c.e. within K. For completeness, let S = S1 S2 , where
S1 and S2 are c.e. We have the usual …nite approximations S1;s , S2;s .
Let A be a proper substructure of A, and let A+ be a …nite proper superstructure of A. We will build a uniformly computable sequence (An )n2! such
that
8
if n 2
= S1 ,
< A
A
if n 2 S1 S2 ,
An =
: +
A
if n 2
= S1 \ S2 .
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To accomplish this, let D0 = D(A ). At stage s, if n 2
= S1;s , we let Ds be the
atomic diagram of A . If n 2 S1;s S2;s , we let Ds be the atomic diagram of
A. If n 2 S1;s \ S2;s , we let Ds be the atomic diagram of A+ . There is some s0
such that for all s s0 , n 2 S1 i¤ n 2 S1;s , and n 2 S2 i¤ n 2 S2;s . Let An be
the structure with diagram Ds for s s0 . It is clear that An = A i¤ n 2 S.
The …nite-dimensional vector spaces over a …xed in…nite computable …eld
are completely determined by a …nite a basis. For concreteness, we assume that
vector spaces are over Q. Let K be the class of Q-vector spaces, and let A be a
1-dimensional member of K. First, we show that A has a computable 2 Scott
sentence. We have a computable 2 sentence characterizing the class K. We
take the conjunction of this with the sentence saying
_
_
(9x) x 6= 0 & (8x) (8y)
(x; y) = 0,
2

where is the set of all nontrivial linear combinations q1 x + q2 y, for qi 2 Q.
Now, I(A) is 02 . We do not need to locate A within K, since the set of indices
for members of K is 02 . We can also show 02 -hardness. Suppose B in K has
dimension k, where k > 1. Then B has a d- 2 Scott sentence. We take the
conjunction of the axioms for Q-vector spaces, and we add a sentence saying
that there are at least k independent elements, and that there are not at least
k + 1. Then I(B) is d- 02 . For C, we have a computable 3 Scott sentence,
obtained by taking the conjunction of the axioms for Q-vector spaces and the
conjunction over all k 2 ! of computable 2 sentences saying that the dimension
is at least k. Therefore, I(C) is 03 . We can also establish the corresponding
hardness results.
Theorem 21. [29] Let K be the class of computable vector spaces over Q, and
let A; B; C 2 K.
(a) If dim(A) = 1, then I(A) is m-complete 02 within K.
(b) If dim(B) > 1, then I(B) is m-complete d- 02 within K.
(c) Let C be of in…nite dimension. Then I(A) is m-complete 03 within K.
Archimedean ordered …elds are isomorphic to sub…elds of the reals. They
are determined by the Dedekind cuts that are …lled. It follows that for any
computable Archimedean ordered …eld A , the index set I(A) is 03 . It is enough
to show that A has a computable 3 Scott sentence. We have a computable 2
sentence 0 characterizing the Archimedean ordered …elds. For each a 2 A, we
have a computable 1 formula ca (x) saying that x is in the cut corresponding
to a— we take the conjunction of a c.e. set of formulas
saying q < x < r, for
V
V
rationals
q;
r
such
that
A
j=
q
<
a
<
r.
Let
be
(9x)
ca (x), and let 2 be
1
a
W
W
(8x) a ca (x). The conjunction of 0 , 1 , and 2 is a Scott sentence, which we
may take to be computable 3 .
Theorem 22. [29] Let K be the class of Archimedean real closed ordered …elds,
and let A be a computable member of K.
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(a) If the transcendence degree of A is 0 (i.e., A is isomorphic to the ordered
…eld of algebraic reals), then I(A) is m-complete 02 within K.
(b) If the transcendence degree of A is …nite but not 0, then I(A) is mcomplete d- 02 within K.
(c) If the transcendence degree of A is in…nite, then I(A) is m-complete 03
within K.
For a computable member A of K, to show that I(A) is 02 , we show that
there is a computable 2 Scott sentence. We take the conjunction of a sentence
characterizing the real closed ordered …elds, and a sentence saying that each
element is a root of some polynomial.
For reduced abelian p-groups of length < ! 2 , we have the following result.
Theorem 23. [29] Let K be the class of reduced Abelian p-groups of length
!M + N for some M; N 2 !. Let A 2 K.
(a) If A!M is minimal for the given length (of the form ZpN ), then I(A) is
m-complete 02M +1 within K.
(b) If A!M is …nite but not minimal for the given length, then I(A) is mcomplete d- 02M +1 within K.
(c) If there is a unique k < N such that u!M +k (A) = 1, and for all m < k,
u!M +m (A) = 0, then I(A) is m-complete 02M +2 within K.
(d) If there is a unique k < N such that u!M +k (A) = 1 and for some m < k
we have 0 < u!M +m (A) < 1, then I(A) is m-complete d- 02M +2 within K.
(e) If there exist m < k < N such that u!M +m (A) = u!M +k (A) = 1, then
I(A) is m-complete 02M +3 within K.
The case when the length is ! was proved in [23].
Proof. Let K be the class of reduced Abelian p-groups of length !M , and let
A 2 K. Then I(A) is m-complete 02M +1 within K. Let A 2 K. First, we
show that A has a computable 2M +1 Scott sentence. There is a computable
characterizing the Abelian p-groups. Next, there is a computable
2 sentence
characterizing the groups which are reduced and have length
2M +1 sentence
at most !M . For each < !M , we can …nd a computable 2M sentence ' ;k
saying that u (A) k. The set of these 2M sentences true in A is 02M . For
each ' ;k , we can …nd a computable 2M sentence equivalent to the negation,
and the set of these sentences true in A is 02M . We have a computable 2M +1
sentence equivalent to the conjunction of the sentences ' ;k true in A. Then
we have a computable 2M +1 Scott sentence equivalent to ^ ^ . It follows
that I(A) is 02M +1 .
For completeness, let S be a 02M +1 set. We will produce a uniformly computable sequence (An )n2! of elements of K, such that n 2 S if and only if An
is isomorphic to A.
A group G is free if there is a set B of elements such that B generates G and
there are no non-trivial relations on elements of B. We call B a basis for G. If B
and U are two bases for a free group G, then B and U have the same cardinality.
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For a free group G, the cardinality of a basis is called the rank. We write Fn
for the free group of rank n, and F1 for the free group of rank @0 . The groups
Fn and F1 all have computable copies. Sela in a series of seven papers 2001–06
gave a positive solution to the problem of elementary equivalence of free groups
of di¤erent …nite ranks greater than 1, posed by Tarski in the 1940s. (Also,
see work of Kharlampovich and Myasnikov [100].) That is, all non-abelian
free groups with …nitely many generators have the same elementary …rst-order
theory. Inspired by this result, we investigated free groups in the context of
computable model theory [32, 125].
Theorem 24. [32] Within the class of free groups:
(a) I(F2 ) is m-complete 02 ;
(b) For n > 2, the set I(Fn ) is m-complete d- 02 ;
(c) I(F1 ) is m-complete 03 .
Theorem 25. [32, 125] Within the class of all groups:
(a) For n 1, the set I(Fn ) is m-complete d- 02 ;
(b) The set I(F1 ) is m-complete 04 .
We also de…ne complexity of one class “within”a larger class. This de…nition
allows us to analyze situations where, for instance, determining whether an index
is in B is harder than , but once we know that the index is in B, the problem
of determining whether it is also in A not harder than .
De…nition 3. Let

be a complexity class and let A

1. We say that A is

within B if there is some C 2

B.
such that A = C \ B.

2. We say that A is -hard within B if for any set S in , there is a computable
function f : ! ! B such that f (n) 2 A i¤ n 2 S.
3. We say that A is m-complete
-hard within B.

within B if A is

within B and A is

Let F inGen denote the class of all …nitely generated groups.
Theorem 26. (a) The set I(F inGen) is m-complete 03 within the class of free
groups.
(b) The set I(F inGen) is m-complete 03 within the class of all groups.
(c) The set I(LocF r) is m-complete 02 within the class of all groups.

4

Relatively

0

-categorical structures

The complexity of isomorphisms between a computable structure and its isomorphic copies can be of various complexity. The main notion in this area of
investigation is that of computable categoricity. A computable structure M is
computably categorical if for every computable structure A isomorphic to M,
20

there exists a computable isomorphism from M onto A. In [118], Mal’cev considered the notion of a recursively (computably) stable structure. A computable
structure M is computably stable if every isomorphism from M to another computable structure is computable. In the same paper, Mal’cev investigated the
notion of autostability of structures, which is equivalent to that of computably
categoricity. Since then computable categoricity has been studied extensively.
It has been extended to arbitrary levels of hyperarithmetical hierarchy, and
more precisely to Turing degrees d. Computable categoricity of a computable
structure M can also be relativized to all (including noncomputable) structures
A isomorphic to M.
De…nition 4. A computable structure M is d-computably categorical if for
every computable structure A isomorphic to M, there exists a d-computable
isomorphism from M onto A.

In the case when d = 0(n 1) , n
1, we also say that M is 0n -categorical.
Thus, computably categorical is the same as 0-computably categorical or 01 categorical. We can similarly de…ne 0 -categorical structures for any computable ordinal .
Computably categorical structures tend to be very particular. For a structure in a typical algebraic class, being computably categorical is usually equivalent to having a …nite basis or a …nite generating set (such as in the case of a
vector space), or to being highly homogeneous (such as in the case of a random
graph). For example, Ershov established that a computable algebraically closed
…eld is computably categorical if and only if it has a …nite transcendence degree
over its prime sub…eld. Goncharov, Lempp, and Solomon [73] proved that a computable, ordered, abelian group is computably categorical if and only if it has
…nite rank. Similarly, they showed that a computable, ordered, Archimedean
group is computably categorical if and only if it has …nite rank.
An injection structure A = (A; f ) consists of a nonempty set A and an
1 1 function f : A ! A. Given a 2 A, the orbit Of (a) of a under f is
fb 2 A : (9n 2 N)[f n (a) = b _ f n (b) = a]g. An injection structure (A; f ) may
have two types of in…nite orbits: Z-orbits, which are isomorphic to (Z; S), and
!-orbits, which are isomorphic to (!; S). Cenzer, Harizanov and Remmel [33]
characterized computably categorical injection structures as those that have
…nitely many in…nite orbits.
On the other hand, R. Miller and Schoutens [134] constructed a computable
…eld that has in…nite transcendence degree over the rationals, yet is computably
categorical. Their idea uses a computable set of rational polynomials called
Fermat polynomials to “tag” elements of a transcendence basis. Hence their
…eld has an in…nite computable transcendence basis that is computable in every
isomorphic computable copy of the …eld, and with each single element e¤ectively
distinguishable from the others.
We can relativize the notion of 0 -categoricity by studying the complexity of isomorphisms from a computable structure to any countable isomorphic
structure.
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De…nition 5. A computable structure M is relatively 0 -categorical if for
every A isomorphic to M, there is an isomorphism from M to A, which is 0
relative to the atomic diagram of A.

Clearly, a relatively 0 -categorical structure is 0 -categorical.
A remarkable feature of relative 0 -categoricity is that it admits a syntactic
characterization. This characterization involves the existence of certain e¤ective
Scott families. Scott families come from the Scott Isomorphism Theorem. A
Scott family for a structure A is a countable family
of L!1 ! -formulas with
…nitely many …xed parameters from A such that:

1. Each …nite tuple in A satis…es some 2 ;
!
2. If !
a , b are tuples in A, of the same length, satisfying the same formula
!
in , then there is an automorphism of A, which maps !
a to b .
If we strengthen condition (1) to require that the formulas in de…ne each tuple
in A, then is called a de…ning family for A. A formally 0 Scott family is a
0
Scott family consisting of computable
formulas. In particular, it follows
that a formally c.e. Scott family is a c.e. Scott family consisting of …nitary existential formulas. The following equivalence was established by Goncharov [65]
for = 1, and by Ash, Knight, Manasse, and Slaman [12] and independently
by Chisholm [37] for any computable ordinal .
Theorem 27. ([12, 37]) The following are equivalent for a computable structure
A.
(i) The structure A is relatively 0 -categorical.
with …nitely many
(ii) The structure A has a formally 0 Scott family
…xed parameters.
(iii) The structure A has a c.e. Scott family consisting of computable
formulas with …nitely many …xed parameters.
For example, consider a computable equivalence structure A, a computable
set with a single equivalence relation. If A has a bound on the size of its …nite
equivalence classes, then we can show that A is relatively 02 -categorical. Let k
be the maximum size of any …nite equivalence class. Then [a] is in…nite if and
only if [a] contains at least k+1 elements, which is a 01 condition. There is a 02
formula that characterizes the elements a with a …nite equivalence class of size
m. Then a Scott formula for the tuple (a1 ; : : : ; am ) includes a formula i (xi )
for each ai , giving the cardinality of [ai ], together with formulas i;j (xi ; xj )
for each i; j, which express whether ai E A aj and whether ai = aj . Moreover,
every computable equivalence structure is relatively 03 -categorical since every
element with an in…nite equivalence class has a 2 Scott formula, while the
other elements even have 2 Scott formulas. Thus, every …nite tuple has a 3
Scott formula.
A structure is rigid if it does not have nontrivial automorphisms. A computable structure is 0 -stable if every isomorphism from A onto a computable
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structure is 0 . If a computable structure is rigid and 0 -categorical, then it
is 0 -stable. A de…ning family for a structure A is a set
of formulas with
one free variable and a …xed …nite tuple of parameters from A such that:
1. Every element of A satis…es some formula
2. No formula of

2 ;

is satis…ed by more than one element of A.

For a rigid computable structure A, there is a formally 0 Scott family i¤ there
is a formally 0 de…ning family.
Let us recall the de…nition of a Fraïssé limit. The age of a structure M
is the class of all …nitely generated structures that can be embedded in M.
Fraïssé showed that a (nonempty) …nite or countable class K of …nitely generated
structures is the age of a …nite or a countable structure if and only if K has
the hereditary property and the joint embedding property. A class K has the
hereditary property if whenever C 2 K and S is a …nitely generated substructure
of C, then S is isomorphic to some structure in K. A class K has the joint
embedding property if for every B; C 2 K there is D 2 K such that B and C embed
into D. A structure U is ultrahomogeneous if every isomorphism between …nitely
generated substructures of U extends to an automorphism of U. A structure A
is a Fraïssé limit of a class of …nitely generated structures K if A is countable,
ultrahomogeneous, and has age K. Fraïssé proved that the Fraïssé limit of a
class of …nitely generated structures is unique up to isomorphism. We say that
a structure A is a Fraïssé limit if for some class K, A is the Fraïssé limit of K.
Theorem 28. [1, 55] Let A be a computable structure, which is a Fraïssé limit.
Then A is relatively 02 -categorical.
Proof. Because of ultrahomogeneity, we can construct isomorphisms between A
and an isomorphic structure B using a back-and-forth argument, as long as we
!
can determine for every two sequences !
a and b of the same length of elements
in A and B, respectively, whether there is an isomorphism from the structure
!
!
generated by !
a to the structure generated by b , which maps !
a to b in order.
This can be determined by (D(B))0 , since there is such an isomorphism precisely
!
if there is no atomic formula with A j= (!
a ) and B 6j= ( b ). This is a 01
condition relative to A B T B.
Therefore, we can use (D(B))0 as an oracle to perform the back-and-forth
construction of an isomorphism, and so there is an isomorphism that is 02
relative to B.
Adams and Cenzer [1] de…ned a structure A to be weakly ultrahomogeneous
if there is a …nite sequence of elements !
a from its domain such that (A; !
a)
becomes ultrahomogeneous in the language extended by constants representing
these elements. Adams and Cenzer [1] proved that every computable weakly
ultrahomogeneous structure is relatively 02 -categorical. They also proved that
every computable, relational, weakly ultrahomogeneous structure is relatively
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computably categorical. Hence every computable weakly ultrahomogeneous
graph is computably categorical, but there are computably categorical graphs
that are not weakly ultrahomogeneous.
Theorem 29. [1] (a) A computable linear ordering is weakly homogeneous i¤
it is relatively computably categorical.
(b) A computable equivalence structure is weakly homogeneous i¤ it is relatively computably categorical.
(c) For a computable injection structure, computable categoricity implies
weak ultrahomogeneity, which implies relative 02 -categoricity, but neither implication can be reversed.
Goncharov and Dzgoev, and independently Remmel characterized computably
categorical linear orderings in terms of the number of successor pairs (also called
adjacencies). Similarly, they and also LaRoche (independently) characterized
computably categorical Boolean algebras.
Theorem 30. (a) ([66, 141]) A computable linear ordering is computably categorical if and only if it has only …nitely many successor pairs.
Every computably categorical linear ordering is relatively computably categorical.
(b) ([66, 141, 114]) A computable Boolean algebra is computably categorical
if and only if it has …nitely many atoms.
Every computably categorical Boolean algebra is relatively computably categorical.
Goncharov [61] and Smith [150] independently characterized computably
categorical abelian p-groups. By Z(pn ) we denote the cyclic group of order pn ,
and by Z(p1 ) the quasicyclic (Prüfer) abelian p-group. Related to abelian pgroups are equivalence structures. Calvert, Cenzer, Harizanov, and Morozov
[24] characterized computably categorical equivalence structures.
Theorem 31. (a) ([61, 150]) An abelian p-group is computably categorical if
and only if it can be written in one of the following forms: (Z(p1 ))l F for
l 2 ! [f1g and F is a …nite group, or (Z(p1 ))n H (Z(pk ))1 , where n; k 2 !
and H is a …nite group.
Every computably categorical abelian p-group is relatively computably categorical.
(b) [24] A computable equivalence structure A is computably categorical if and
only if either A has …nitely many …nite equivalence classes, or A has …nitely
many in…nite classes, upper bound on the size of …nite classes, and exactly one
…nite k with in…nitely many classes of size k.
Every computably categorical equivalence structure is relatively computably
categorical.
Lempp, McCoy, R. Miller and Solomon [115] characterized computably categorical trees of …nite height and showed that they are relatively computably categorical. R. Miller [132] previously established that no computable well-founded
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tree of in…nite height is computably categorical. Equivalence structures can be
generalized to allow for more than one equivalence relation on the universe. For
…nite n 2, an n-equivalence structure is a structure A = (A; E1 ; :::; En ) where
each Ei is an equivalence relation on A. An n-equivalence structure is nested
if for i < j n we have xEj y ) xEi y, i.e., Ej
Ei as subsets of A A. For
a 2 A, we let [a]i denote the equivalence class of a under Ei . Thus for a nested
equivalence structure, i < j n implies that [a]j [a]i , so that the Ei classes
are partitioned by Ej . There is also an equivalence relation E0 = A A, so that
[a]0 = A for all a.
In [122], Marshall described an e¤ective correspondence between nested nequivalence structures and certain trees of …nite height where the branching of
the tree re‡ects the containment of equivalence classes. This correspondence
allows many e¤ective properties to be transferred between nested n-equivalence
structures and trees of …nite height. More precisely, for any nested n-equivalence
structure A = (A; E1 ; : : : ; En ), let En+1 be the equality, and de…ne the tree TA
as follows. The universe of TA is the set f[a]i : a 2 A ^ i = 1; : : : ; ng and
the partial ordering is inclusion. This means that for each a and i
n, [a]i
is the predecessor of [a]i+1 . Marshall shows that a presentation of TA can be
computed from A so that the mapping from a to [a] is also computable from A.
Theorem 32. [122] Let A be a computable nested n-equivalence structure and
TA its corresponding tree of …nite height. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) A is computably categorical.
(ii) A is relatively computably categorical.
(iii) (TA , ) is computably categorical.
(iv) (TA , ) is relatively computably categorical.
Now, let us denote the predecessor function in TA by f .
Theorem 33. [1] The following are equivalent.
(i) A is weakly ultrahomogeneous.
(iii) (TA ,f ) is weakly ultrahomogeneous.
Cenzer, Harizanov and Remmel [33] established that computably categorical
injection structures are also relatively computably categorical. R. Miller and
Shlapentokh [133] proved that a computable algebraic …eld F with a splitting
algorithm is computably categorical if and only if it is decidable which pairs of
elements of F belong to the same orbit under automorphisms. They also showed
that this criterion is equivalent to relative computable categoricity of F .
Goncharov [63] was the …rst to show that computable categoricity of a computable structure does not imply relative computable categoricity. The main
idea of his proof was to code a special kind of family of sets into a computable
structure. Such families were constructed independently by Badaev [15] and
Selivanov [149]. Hirschfeldt, Khoussainov, Shore, and Slinko [95] established
a general result that implies that there are computably categorical but not
relatively computably categorical structures in the following classes: partial
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orderings, lattices, 2-step nilpotent groups, commutative semigroups, and integral domains of arbitrary characteristic. Hirschfeldt, Kramer, R. Miller, and
Shlapentokh [96] characterized relative computable categoricity for computable
algebraic …elds and used their characterization to construct a …eld with the
following property.
Theorem 34. ([96]) There is a computably categorical algebraic …eld, which is
not relatively computably categorical.
In…nitary language is essential for Scott families. Cholak, Shore and Solomon
[41] proved the existence of a computably categorical graph that does not have
a Scott family of …nitary formulas. It follows that this structure is not relatively
computably categorical.
The result about the existence of computably categorical structures that
are not relatively computably categorical was lifted to higher levels in the hyperarithmetical hierarchy by Goncharov, Harizanov, Knight, McCoy, R. Miller
and Solomon for successor ordinals [69], and by Chisholm, Fokina, Goncharov,
Harizanov, Knight and Quinn for limit ordinals [38]. It is an open question
whether every 11 -categorical structure must be relatively 11 -categorical.
Theorem 35. ([69, 38]) For every computable ordinal , there is a
but not relatively 0 -categorical structure.

0

-categorical

There is a complete description of higher levels of categoricity (in fact, stability) for well-orderings due to Ash [9]. Harris [84] has a description of 0n categorical Boolean algebras for any n < !. However, not enough is known
about 0n -categoricity for n 2 for structures from many natural classes of algebraic structures. The study of higher level categoricity often leads to the study
of algebraic properties of a family of relations speci…c for a given class (such as
the independence relations or back-and-forth relations). Obtaining classi…cation
of categoricity is usually a di¢ cult task. The reason is either the absence of algebraic invariants (such as for the linear orderings, and abelian and nilpotent
groups), or the lack of suitable computability-theoretic notions that would capture the property of being 0n -categorical (such as in the case of 02 -categoricity
of equivalence structures). Even for n = 2, the following problems remain open.
Describe 02 -categorical linear orderings. Describe 02 -categorical equivalence
relations. Describe 02 -categorical abelian p-groups. Describe 02 -categorical
trees of …nite height.
In [123], McCoy characterized relatively 02 -categorical linear orderings and
Boolean algebras. In [124], McCoy gave a complete description of relatively 03 categorical Boolean algebras. Frolov [57] found a 03 -categorical linear ordering
that is not relatively 03 -categorical. In the following theorem we state McCoy’s
characterizations of relatively 02 -categorical linear orderings and Boolean algebras. As usual, by ! we denote the reverse order type of !, and by the order
type of rationals.
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Theorem 36. [123] (a) A computable linear ordering is relatively 02 -categorical
if and only if it is a sum of …nitely many intervals, each of type m; !; ! ; Z; or
n , so that each interval of type n
has a supremum and in…mum.
(b) A computable Boolean algebra is relatively 02 -categorical if and only if
it can be expressed as a …nite direct sum c1 _
_ cn , where each ci is either
atomless, an atom, or a 1-atom.
Bazhenov [19] and Harris [84] independently showed that for Boolean algebras the notions of 02 -categoricity and relative 02 -categoricity coincide. It
is not known whether every 02 -categorical linear ordering is relatively 02 categorical.
Calvert, Cenzer, Harizanov and Morozov characterized relative 02 -categoricity
for equivalence structures [24] and abelian p-groups [23]. Recall that the length
of an abelian p-group G, (G), is the least ordinal such that p +1 G = p G.
The divisible part of G is Div(G) = p (G) G and is a direct summand of G. The
group G is said to be reduced if Div(G) = f0g. For a group G, the period of G
is maxforder(g) : g 2 Gg if this quantity is …nite, and 1 otherwise.
Theorem 37. (a) ([24]) A computable equivalence structure is relatively 02 categorical if and only if it either has …nitely many in…nite equivalence classes,
or there is an upper bound on the size of its …nite equivalence classes.
(b) ([23]) A computable abelian p-group G is relatively L02 -categorical if and
only if G is reduced and (G) !, or G is isomorphic to
Z(p1 ) H, where
! and H has …nite period.

Kach and Turetsky [99] showed that there exists a 02 -categorical equivalence
structure, which is not relatively 02 -categorical. Downey, Melnikov and Ng [48]
built examples of abelian p-groups that show that the notions of 02 -categoricity
and relative 02 -categoricity do not coincide for these groups. Every computable
equivalence structure is relatively 03 -categorical. There is no such bound for
a computable abelian p-group G. For example, it follows from the index set
results in [29] that if (G) = ! n and m
2n 1, or if (G) > ! n and
m
2n 2, then G is not 0m -categorical. Barker [16] proved that for every
computable ordinal , there are 02 +2 -categorical but not 02 +1 -categorical
abelian p-groups.
Cenzer, Harizanov and Remmel [33] characterized relative 02 -categoricity
for injection structures.
Theorem 38. ([33]) A computable injection structure is relatively 02 -categorical
if and only if it has …nitely many orbits of type !, or …nitely many orbits of type
Z. Every 02 -categorical injection structure is relatively 02 -categorical.
Every computable injection structure is relatively 03 -categorical.
In [34], Cenzer, Harizanov and Remmel investigated computability-theoretic
properties of a computable structure (A; f ) with a single unary function f such
that for every x in the pre-image, f 1 (x) has exactly two elements, which is
called a 2 : 1 structure. Every computable 2 : 1 structure is 02 -categorical.
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Theorem 39. [34] A 2 : 1 structure is computably categorical if and only if it
has …nitely many Z-chains.
Structures for which f 1 (x) has either exactly two or zero elements are called
(2; 0) : 1 structures. We can identify (A; f ) with its directed graph G(A; f ),
which has vertex set A and where the edge set consists of all pairs (i; f (i)) for
i 2 A. Given a 2 A, we let the orbit OA (a) consist of the set of all points
in A, which lie in the connected component of G(A; f ) containing a. We let
treeA (a) =def fy 2 A : (9n)(f n (y) = x)g. We say that a (2; 0) : 1 structure
(A; f ) is locally …nite if treeA (a) is …nite for all a 2 A. Every computable locally
…nite (2; 0) : 1 structure is 03 -categorical. Cenzer, Harizanov and Remmel [34]
proved that every computable locally …nite (2; 0) : 1 structure with …nitely
many !-chains is 02 -categorical. Walker [156, 157] extended this investigation
to (2; 1) : 1 structures where for every x, the pre-image f 1 (x) has either two
or one element.
There is no known characterization of 02 -categoricity or of higher level categoricity for trees of …nite height. Lempp, McCoy, R. Miller and Solomon [115]
proved that for every n 1, there is a computable tree of …nite height, which
is 0n+1 -categorical but not 0n -categorical. Fokina, Harizanov and Turetsky
established the following result, which also holds when a tree is presented as a
directed graph.
Theorem 40. [55] There is a 02 -categorical tree of …nite height, which is not
relatively 02 -categorical. There is also such a tree of in…nite height.
It follows from [32, 125] that every computable, free, nonabelian group is 04 categorical, and the result cannot be improved to 03 . It was shown in [47] that
every computable, free, abelian group is 02 -categorical, and the result cannot
be improved to computable categoricity.
AL
homogeneous, completely decomposable, abelian group is a group of the
form
H, where H is a subgroup of the additive group of the rationals, (Q; +).
i2

Note that we have only a single H in the sum –any two summands are isomorphic. It is well known that such a group is computably categorical if and only if
is …nite; the proof is similar to the analogous result that a computable vector
space is computably categorical if and only if it has …nite dimension.
For P a set of primes, de…ne Q(P ) to be the subgroup of (Q; +) generated
by f p1k : p 2 P ^ k 2 !g. Downey and Melnikov [47] showed that a computable,
homogeneous, completely decomposable, abelian
of in…nite rank is 02 L group
(P )
categorical if and only if it is isomorphic to
Q , where P is c.e. and the
!

set (Primes P ) is semi-low. Recall that a set S
! is semi-low if the set
HS = fe : We \ S 6= ;g is computable from ;0 . In [55], we proved that a
computable, homogeneous, completely decomposable, abelian group
of in…nite
L (P
rank is relatively 02 -categorical if and only if it is isomorphic to
Q ) , where
!

P is a computable set of primes. Since there exist co-c.e. sets that are semi-low
and noncomputable, we obtained the following result.
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Theorem 41. There is a homogeneous, completely decomposable, abelian group,
which is 02 -categorical but not relatively 02 -categorical.
The notions of computable categoricity and relative computable categoricity
coincide if we add more e¤ectiveness requirements on the structure. Goncharov
[65] proved that in the case of 2-decidable structures, computable categoricity and relative computable categoricity coincide. Kudinov showed that the
assumption of 2-decidability cannot be weakened, by giving in [113] an example of 1-decidable and computably categorical structure, which is not relatively
computably categorical. Recently, Fokina, Harizanov and Turetsky obtained
such an example of a Fraïssé limit.
Theorem 42. [55] There is a 1-decidable structure F that is a Fraïssé limit
and computably categorical, but not relatively computably categorical. Moreover,
the language for such F can be …nite or it can be relational.
Ash [8] established that for every computable ordinal , under certain decidability conditions on A, if A is 0 -categorical, then A is relatively 0 categorical.
T. Millar [127] proved that if a structure A is 1-decidable, then any expansion
of A by …nitely many constants remains computably categorical. Cholak, Goncharov, Khoussainov and Shore showed that the assumption of 1-decidability is
important. They showed that there is a computable structure, which is computably categorical, but ceases to be after naming any element of the structure.
It follows that this structure is not relatively computably categorical since it cannot have a formally c.e. Scott family. Furthermore, Khoussainov and Shore [104]
proved that there is a computably categorical structure A without a formally
c.e. Scott family such that the expansion of A by any …nite number of constants
is computably categorical.
Downey, Kach, Lempp, and Turetsky have obtained the following result.
Theorem 43. ([46]) Any 1-decidable computably categorical structure is relatively 02 -categorical.
Based on Theorem 43, we could conjecture that every computable structure
that is computably categorical should be relatively 03 -categorical. However,
this is not the case, as proved by Downey, Kach, Lempp, Lewis, Montalbán and
Turetsky.
Theorem 44. ([45]) For every computable ordinal , there is a computably
categorical structure that is not relatively 0 -categorical.
Thus, a natural question arises whether there is a computably categorical structure that is not relatively hyperarithmetically categorical.
Downey, Kach, Lempp, and Turetsky [46] established the following index set
complexity result for relatively computably categorical structures.
Theorem 45. ([46]) The index set of relatively computably categorical structures is 03 -complete.
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On the other hand, in [45], Downey, Kach, Lempp, Lewis, Montalbán and
Turetsky established that there is no simple syntactic characterization of computable categoricity, thus answering a long-standing open question.
Theorem 46. ([45]) The index set of computably categorical structures is
complete.

1
1-

Goncharov also investigated categoricity restricted to decidable structures
(for example, see [59]).
De…nition 6. A decidable structure A is called decidably categorical if every
two decidable copies of A are computably isomorphic.
Nurtazin gave the following characterization of decidably categorical structures.
x ) is called complete if for
Recall that for a complete theory T , a formula (!
every formula (!
x ), either T ` ( (!
x ) ) (!
x )) or T ` ( (!
x ) ) : (!
x )).
Theorem 47. ([138]) Let A be a decidable structure. Then A is decidably categorical if and only if there is a …nite tuple !
c of elements in A such that (A; !
c)
!
is a prime model of the theory T h(A; c ) and the set of complete formulas of
this theory is computable.
Moreover, Nurtazin proved that if there is no such !
c , then there are in…nitely
many decidable copies of A, no two of which are computably isomorphic.
Goncharov and Marchuk [74] showed that the index set of computable structures with decidably categorical copies is 0!+3 -complete, while for decidably
categorical structures the index set is 03 -complete. Index sets for decidably
categorical structures with particular properties were further investigated by
Bazhenov, Goncharov and Marchuk.
We say that a structure A is categorical relative to n-decidable presentations
if any two n-decidable copies of A are computably isomorphic. For n = 0,
we have a computably categorical structure. Fokina, Goncharov, Harizanov,
Kudinov and Turetsky investigated for various m; n 2 !, the index sets In;m for
n-decidable structures categorical relative to m-decidable presentations.
Theorem 48. ([54])
(a) In the case when m n
(b) In the case when m = n
(c) In the case when 0 m
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0, the index set In;m is 11 -complete.
1 0, the index set In;m is 04 -complete.
n 2, the index set In;m is 03 -complete.

De…nability and complexity of relations on structures

One of the important questions in computable model theory is how a speci…c
property of a computable structure may change if the structure is isomorphically transformed so that it remains computable. A computable property of
a computable structure A, which Ash and Nerode [13] considered, is given by
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an additional (new) computable relation R on the domain A of A. (That is,
R is not named in the language of A.) Ash and Nerode investigated syntactic
conditions on A and R under which for every isomorphism f from A onto a
computable structure B, f (R) is c.e. Such relations are called intrinsically c.e.
on A. In general, we have the following de…nition. Let P be a certain complexity
class.
De…nition 7. ([13]) An additional relation R on the domain of a computable
structure A is called intrinsically P on A if the image of R under every isomorphism from A to a computable structure belongs to P.
For example, the successor relation, and being an even number are not intrinsically computable relations on (!; <). Clearly, if A is a computably stable
structure, then every computable relation on its domain is intrinsically computable.
If R is de…nable in A by a computable 1 formula with …nitely many parameters, then R is intrinsically c.e. Ash and Nerode [13] proved that, under
a certain extra decidability condition on A and R, the relation R is intrinsically c.e. on A i¤ R is de…nable by a computable 1 formula with …nitely many
parameters. The Ash-Nerode decidability condition says that for an m-ary relation R, there is an algorithm that determines for every existential formula
!
(x0 ; : : : ; xm 1 ; !
y ) and every !
c 2 Alh( y ) , whether the following implication
holds for every !
a 2 Am :
(A

(!
a ;!
c )) ) R(!
a ):

Barker [17] lifted the Ash-Nerode theorem to arbitrary levels of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy. He proved that for a structure A and an additional relation
R on A, under some e¤ectiveness conditions, R is de…nable by a computable
formula with …nitely many parameters.
For the relative notions, the e¤ectiveness conditions are not needed. Let P
be a certain complexity class, which can be relativized, such as the class of all
0
sets.
De…nition 8. An additional relation R on the domain of a computable structure A is called relatively intrinsically P on A if the image of R under every
isomorphism from A to any structure B is P relative to the atomic diagram of
B.
The following equivalence is due to Ash, Knight, Manasse, and Slaman [12], and
independently Chisholm [37].
Theorem 49. ([12, 37]) Let A be a computable structure. An additional relation R on A is relatively intrinsically 0 i¤ R is de…nable by a computable
formula with …nitely many parameters.
A relation R on a structure A that is de…nable by a computable
with …nitely many parameters is also called formally 0 on A.
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formula

Goncharov [63] and Manasse [120] gave examples of intrinsically c.e. relations
on computable structures, which are not relatively intrinsically c.e. This result
was lifted to higher levels of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy by Goncharov,
Harizanov, Knight, McCoy, R. Miller and Solomon for successor ordinals [69],
and by Chisholm, Fokina, Goncharov, Harizanov, Knight and Quinn for limit
ordinals [38].
Theorem 50. ([69, 38]) For every computable ordinal , there is a computable
structure A with an intrinsically 0 relation R such that R is not de…nable by
a computable
formula with …nitely many parameters.
We will assume that A is an in…nite computable structure, and that R is
an additional in…nite co-in…nite relation on A. Without loss of generality, we
assume that R is unary. We are interested in syntactic conditions under which
there is a computable copy of A in which the image of R is simple. We may
also ask when the image of :R is only immune.
A subset of ! is called immune if it is in…nite and contains no in…nite c.e.
subset. A set is simple if it is c.e. and its complement is immune. It is established
in computability theory that a unary relation C on ! is hyperimmune, abbreviated by h-immune, i¤ it is in…nite and no computable function majorizes its principal function pC , where pC (n) =def cn provided that C = fc0 < c1 < c2 <
g.
A set is called hypersimple, abbreviated by h-simple, if it is c.e. and its complement is hyperimmune. The following (canonical) indexing of …nite sets is
standard. Let D0 =def ;. For m > 0, let Dm = fd0 ; : : : ; dk 1 g, where
d0 <
< dk 1 and m = 2d0 +
+ 2dk 1 . A sequence (Ui )i2! of …nite
sets is a strong array if there is a unary computable function f such that for
every i 2 !, Ui = Df (i) . A strong array is disjoint if its members are pairwise
disjoint. Let S
!. The relation :S is h-immune (on !) if it is in…nite and
there is no disjoint strong array (Ui )i2! such that for every n 2 !, we have
Ui \ S 6= ;. We can similarly de…ne h-immune relations on any computable set.
Every h-immune set is immune, that is, in…nite but without any in…nite c.e.
subset. Not every immune set is h-immune.
Results establishing various equivalences of syntactic and corresponding semantic conditions in computable copies of A usually involve additional e¤ectiveness conditions, expressed in terms of A and R. To discover syntactic conditions
governing the algorithmic properties of images of R in computable copies of A,
it is sometimes helpful to consider arbitrary copies of A and relative versions
of the algorithmic properties. One advantage is that we may use the forcing
method instead of the priority method— the latter is more complicated. In addition, the relative results should require no additional e¤ectiveness conditions,
which often mask the syntactic conditions.
A new relation on a countable structure B is immune relative to B if it is
in…nite and contains no in…nite subset that is c.e. relative to B. A new relation
on a countable structure B is simple relative to B if it is c.e. relative to B and its
complement is immune relative to B. If we are to construct an isomorphic copy
of A in which the image of :R is relatively immune, there must be no in…nite
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subset D of :R de…nable in A by a computable 1 formula '(~c; x) (with a
…nite tuple of parameters ~c ). This obvious necessary condition turns out to be
su¢ cient.
Theorem 51. ([68]) . Let A be a computable L-structure, and let R be a unary
in…nite and co-in…nite relation on A. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) For all copies B of A and all isomorphisms F from A onto B, :F (R) is
not immune relative to B.
(ii) There are an in…nite set D and a …nite tuple ~c such that D :R and
D is de…nable in A by a computable 1 formula '(~c; x).
To prove (i) ) (ii) we build a “generic” copy (B; S) of (A; R). Under the
assumption that :S, the image of :R, is not immune relative to B, we produce
the set D and a tuple ~c as in (ii). Let B be an in…nite computable set, the
universe of B. The forcing conditions are the …nite 1 1 partial functions from
B to A.
Let A be an L-structure, and R be an additional unary relation symbol.
If we are interested in c.e. relations, computable 1 formulas with positive
occurrences of R in the expanded language L [ fRg play an important role.
Assume that there is an in…nite set D :R such that D is de…nable in (A; R) by
a computable 1 formula with …nitely many parameters and with only positive
occurrences of R. In any copy B of A, if the image of R is c.e. relative to B,
then so is the image of D. Therefore, under this de…nability assumption, the
image of R cannot be made simple relative to B. It turns out that this is the
only obstacle.
Theorem 52. ([68]). Let A be an in…nite computable structure in a relational
language L, and let R be a computable unary in…nite and co-in…nite relation on
A. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) For all copies B of A and all isomorphisms F from A onto B, F (R) is
not simple relative to B.
(ii) There are an in…nite set D and a …nite tuple of parameters ~c such that
D
:R, and D is de…nable in (A; R) by a computable 1 formula '(~c; x) of
L [ fRg with only positive occurrences of R.
The following results give syntactic conditions that allow the existence of
an isomorphism F from A onto a computable copy such that :F (R) is immune
(or simple). The results involve extra decidability conditions, which imply that
both A and R are computable.
Theorem 53. ([68]). Let A be an in…nite (computable) L-structure, and let R
be a unary (computable) in…nite and co-in…nite relation on A. Assume that we
have an e¤ ective procedure for deciding whether
(AA ; R) j= (9x 2 R) (~c; x);
where (~c; x) is a …nitary existential formula of L with …nitely many parameters.
If there is no in…nite set D such that D
:R and D is de…nable in A by a
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computable 1 formula of L with …nitely many parameters, then there is an
isomorphism F from A onto a computable copy B such that the relation :F (R)
is immune.
Proof uses the …nite injury priority method.
Theorem 54. ([68]). Let A be an in…nite (computable) L-structure, and let R
be a unary (computable) in…nite and co-in…nite relation on A. Assume that we
have an e¤ ective procedure for deciding whether
(AA ; R) j= (9x 2 R) '(~c; x);
where ' is a …nitary existential formula in L[fRg with …nitely many parameters
and with positive occurrences of R. If there is no in…nite D :R de…nable by
such a formula, then there is an isomorphism F from A onto a computable
copy B such that F (R) is simple.
For a …nite sequence (tuple) of elements ~c, we write a 2 ~c to say that
a 2 ran(~c ), and ~c \ d~ = ; to denote that ran(~c ) \ ran(d~ ) = ;.
Example 1. Let A = (!; <! ) and let R be the set of all even numbers. First,
we show that no in…nite subset of the odds is de…nable by a computable 1
formula (in the language f<; Rg) with …nitely many parameters ~c and positive
occurrences of R. Otherwise, we can assume, without loss of generality, that a
disjunct of such a formula is a …nitary formula 9~u (~c; x; ~u) so that the following
are true:
i) the formula (~c; x; ~u) is a conjunct which gives the complete ordering of
~c; x; ~u and expresses that certain elements of ~c; ~u are in R;
~ and an odd number a bigger than every element in ~c so
ii) there is a tuple d,
that (AA ; R) j= (~c; a; d~ ).
De…ne a0 and a tuple d~0 as follows:
i) a0 = a + 1;
ii) if di 2 d~ and di is less than a, set d0i =def di ;
iii) if di 2 d~ and di is greater than a , set d0i =def di + 2.
Clearly, (AA ; R) j= (~c; a0 ; d~0 ). Hence (AA ; R) j= 9~u (~c; a0 ; ~u), but a0 is even,
which is a contradiction.
Next, the structure (A; R) satis…es the decidability condition of Theorem
54. Therefore, there is a computable copy B of A and F : A = B so that F (R)
is simple.
Example 2. Let A be an equivalence structure with in…nitely many equivalence
classes, all of size 2. Let R be a relation containing exactly one element from
each class so that the pair (A; R) satis…es the decidability condition of Theorem
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53. No in…nite subset of :R is de…nable by a computable 1 formula (in the
language fEg) with only …nitely many parameters: if an element a and its
equivalent are both outside the parameters, then any formula satis…ed by a is
also satis…ed by its equivalent element. Therefore, there is a computable copy
B and F : A = B so that :F (R) is immune.
However, :R is de…nable by a computable 1 formula '(x) in fE; Rg with
only positive occurrences of R. Namely, '(x) is the following …nitary formula:
9y(R(y) ^ yEx ^ y 6= x). Therefore, in any copy B in which F (R) is c.e.
relative to B, F (R) is, in fact, computable relative to B.
Example 3. Let A be an equivalence structure with in…nitely many equivalence
classes, all of size 2. Let R be a relation such that the following are satis…ed:
i) there are in…nitely many equivalence classes from which R contains exactly
one element;
ii) there are no equivalence classes from which R contains both elements;
iii) there are in…nitely many equivalence classes from which R contains neither
element;
iv) the pair (A; R) satis…es the decidability condition of Theorem 53.
No in…nite subset of :R is de…nable by a computable 1 formula (in the
language fEg) with only …nitely many parameters, so there is a computable
copy B and F : A = B in which :F (R) is immune.
Furthermore, there is a computable copy B in which the image of R is
c.e., but not computable. However, the formula '(x) in the language fE; Rg:
9y(R(y) ^ yEx ^ y 6= x) de…nes an in…nite subset of :R. Consequently, there
is no F : A = B such that F (R) is simple relative to B.
Example 4. Let A be the structure (Q; <Q ), and let R be the set of all rationals
less than . There is no computable formula (in the language f<g) with …nitely
many parameters which de…nes :R. However, the formula “5 < x” does de…ne
an in…nite subset of :R. Consequently, there is no F : A = B in which :F (R)
is immune relative to B.
Example 5. Let A be an @0 -dimensional vector space over a …nite …eld, say
over a …eld with 3 elements. Let R be the domain of a subspace of A of in…nite
dimension and in…nite co-dimension. There is a computable copy of A in which
the image of R is immune, since the only sets de…nable in A are …nite and co…nite, and there is a copy also satisfying the e¤ectiveness condition of Theorem
53.
For a 2
= R, the formula '(a; x) = (9y)[x = a + y] de…nes an in…nite subset
of :R that is c.e. (relative to B) if the image of R is. It follows that the image
of R can never be relatively simple.
The following de…nition of Hird introduces a syntactic property corresponding to h-immunity. We will term it “being formally h-immune on A.”
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De…nition 9. (Hird [91])
1. A formal strong array on A is a computable sequence of existential formulas in L with …nitely many parameters ~c, ( i (~c; ~xi ))i2! , such that for
!
every …nite set G A there is i 2 ! and a sequence ~ai 2 Alh(xi ) with
(AA j=

c; ~ai ))
i (~

^ (~ai \ G = ;):

2. We say that the relation :R is formally h-immune on A if there is no
formal strong array ( i (~c; ~xi ))i2! on A such that for every i 2 !,
(8~ai 2 Alh(~xi ) )[(AA j=

c; ~ai ))
i (~

) (~ai \ :R 6= ;)].

Being formally h-immune on A turns out to be a necessary condition for the
existence of a computable copy of A such that the corresponding image of R is
h-immune (see [91]). Assume that B is a computable copy of A and that F is an
isomorphism from A onto B. The following result establishes that, under some
extra decidability conditions for (A; R), the existence of a computable copy B
of A such that the image of :R is h-immune relative to B is equivalent to :R
being formally h-immune on A.
Theorem 55. ([91]) (a) Assume that B is a computable copy of A and that F
is an isomorphism from A onto B. If F (:R) is h-immune on B, then :R is
formally h-immune on A.
(b) Assume that there is an algorithm which decides for a given sequence
~c 2 A<! and an existential formula (~u; ~x) in L, lh(~u) = lh(~c), whether
!

(8~a 2 Alh( x ) )[(AA j= (~c; ~a)) ) (~a \ :R 6= ;)].
If :R is formally h-immune on A, then there is a computable structure B and
an isomorphism F from A onto B such that the relation F (:R) is h-immune
on B.
We now introduce a relative version of h-immunity.
De…nition 10. Let S be an additional (unary) relation on the domain B of a
countable structure B.
1. A sequence (Ui )i2! of …nite sets is a strong array relative to B if there is
a unary B-computable function f such that for every i 2 !, Ui = Df (i) .
2. The relation :S is h-immune relative to B if it is in…nite and there is no
disjoint strong array relative to B, (Ui )i2! , such that for every n 2 !, we
have Ui \ S 6= ;.
If there is an isomorphic copy of A on which the image of :R is relatively
h-immune, then :R must be formally h-immune on A. This necessary syntactic
condition turns out to be su¢ cient.
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Theorem 56. ([67]) Let A be a computable L-structure, and let R be a unary
in…nite and co-in…nite relation on A. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) For all copies B of A and all isomorphisms F from A onto B, :F (R) is
not h-immune relative to B.
(ii) The relation :R is not formally h-immune on A.
Hird [91] established that, under a suitable decidability condition, R is formally h-simple on A i¤ there is a computable copy B of A such that the image of R under an isomorphism from A onto B is h-simple on B. In [67] we
give a relative analogue of Hird’s result for h-simple relations on computable
copies. Harizanov [77] gave a su¢ cient general conditions for the existence of
an h-simple relation on a computable copy of A, in arbitrary nonzero c.e. Turing degree. For more on syntactic characterizations of relations having Posttype and similar properties on structures, or their degree-theoretic complexity
see [90, 91, 14, 78, 68, 77, 67].
In addition to considering the complexity of relations on computable structures within hyperarithmetical hierarchy, we can also consider their degrees,
such as Turing degrees or strong degrees. Harizanov introduced the following
notion.
De…nition 11. ([81]) The Turing degree spectrum of R on A, in symbols
DgSpA (R), is the set of all Turing degrees of the images of R under all isomorphisms from A onto computable structures.
Let L = (!; ) be the following computable linear order of ordering type
!+! :
0 2 4
5 3 1:
We de…ne a computable relation R to be the initial segment of type !; that is,
R = 2!. An early result, obtained independently by Tennenbaum and Denisov,
is that there is an isomorphic computable copy of L such that its initial segment
of type ! is not computable. It is easy to see that the relation R is intrinsically
0
2 on L, because of the following de…nability of R and :R:
_
x 2 R,
9x0 : : : 9xn [x0 x1
xn ^ x = xn ^
n2!

8y[:(y

x0 ) ^ :(x0

y

x1 ) ^

^ :(xn

1

y

xn )];

and
x
8y[:(y

2
=

R,

_

n2!

9x0 : : : 9xn [x0

x0 ) ^ :(x0

y

x1 ) ^

x1
^ :(xn

xn ^ x = xn ^
1

y

xn )]:

It can further be shown that the degree spectrum DgL (R) consists of all
degrees (see [79]).
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0
2

Ershov classi…ed 02 sets as follows. Let
be a computable ordinal. A
set C
! is -c.e. if there are a computable function f : ! 2 ! f0; 1g and a
computable function o : ! ! ! + 1 with the following properties:
(8x)[f (x; 0)

=

0 ^

lim f (x; s) = C(x)];

s!1

(8x)(8s)[o(x; 0) =
^ o(x; s + 1) o(x; s)]; and
(8x)(8s)[f (x; s + 1) =
6
f (x; s) ) o(x; s + 1) < o(x; s)]:
In particular, 1-c.e. sets are c.e. sets, and 2-c.e. sets are d.c.e. sets.
Let R be an additional unary computable relation on the domain of a computable structure A. We are interested in syntactic conditions such that for an
-c.e. degree c, there is an isomorphism f of degree c to a computable structure
B for which f (R) is also of degree c. First we need the following de…nition.
The complement of R with respect to A is denoted R. Let R be a symbol
for R. If we are interested in the c.e. images of R, certain …rst-order formulas
with positive occurrences of R in the expanded language L(A) [ fRg play a
special role. A 1 formula in L(A) [ fRg in which R occurs only positively
is also called a 1 formula. This notation was introduced by Ash and Knight,
who de…ned a hierarchy of in…nitary formulas in a general setting in which is
a function assigning computable ordinals to relation symbols.
For an ordinal , de…ne is a binary relation
on …nite sequences of elements
!
!
!
from A; of equal length, by: l
r i¤ every
formula true of l is also
!
true of !
r (equivalently, every
formula true of !
r is also true of l ).
De…nition 12. Let !
c 2 A<! and a 2 A.
1. (Harizanov) We say that a is free over !
c (also called 1-free over !
c ) if
a 2 R and for every …nitary 1 formula (!
z ; x), lh(!
z ) = lh(!
c ), if
(AA ; R) j= (!
c ;a)
then (9a0 2 R)[(AA ; R) j= (!
c ; a0 )].
2. (Ash-Knight) Let be a computable ordinal such that > 1. The element
< ,
a is -free over !
c if a 2 R and for every ordinal such that 1
(8!
u )(9a0 2 R)(9!
v )[!
c ^a^!
u

!
c ^a0 ^!
v ]:

Let the set of all free elements over !
c be denoted by f r(!
c ). Note that
!
!
!
f r( c )
R. Clearly, if a 2 f r( c ) and d is a subsequence of !
c , then a 2
!
f r( d ). Let
bd(!
c ) =def fa 2 R: a is not free over !
c g:
!
!
Thus, if a 2 bd(!
c ) and !
c is a subsequence of d , then a 2 bd( d ). A maximal
relation on R (with respect to the set-theoretic inclusion) that is de…nable by a
computable 1 formula with parameters !
c is of the form bd(!
c ). Conversely,
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if bd(!
c ) is de…nable by a computable 1 formula with parameters !
c , then
!
bd( c ) is a maximal relation on R de…nable by such a formula. For example, if
(A; R) = (A0 ; R0 ) then
a 2 f r(!
c ) , a ci0 ,
where c is the -least element in R \ran(!
c ). If A is (!; =) and R is a
i0

computable in…nite co-in…nite subset of !, then

a 2 f r(!
c),a2
= ran(!
c ).
Theorem 57. (Harizanov [80]) Assume that there is an algorithm which for
every !
c 2 A<! outputs an element a 2 A such that a is free over !
c . Let C !
be a c.e. set. Then there exists a computable structure B and an isomorphism
f : A ! B such that
f (R)

T

f

C&(f (R) is c.e.).

T

Proof. Let fCs gs2! be a computable enumeration of C such that at every stage
s, C receives at most one new element, and that element is s. Let B = ! and
let ( e )e2! be an e¤ective list of all atomic sentences in L(A)B . For every e,
either e or : e will be enumerated in the diagram of B. At every stage s of the
construction, we de…ne a …nite isomorphism fs from B to A. Let Xs = fs 1 (R)
and
Xs = fds0 < ds1 < ds2 <
g.
S
We set X =def
Xs . During the construction, we de…ne a partially coms2!

putable function h(n; s) such that for every s;

h(n; s) #, n 2 f0; : : : ; s + 1g.
For every n, there exists lim h(n; s), and for every c,
s!1

c 2 Cs

Cs

1
) ds (c;s

1

1)

2 Xs :

Let be a nonzero ordinal. By Cantor’s normal form theorem, there is a
unique representation
=!
where

1

>

2

>

>

1

k

cn ( ) =def !

1

n1 + !

2

n2 +

+!

k

nk ;

and 0 < n1 ; n2 ; : : : ; nk < !. Let
(nn1 ) + !

2

(nn2 ) +

+!

k

(nnk );

and
c ( ) =def supfcn ( ) : n 2 !g.
Hence, if

is the greatest ordinal such that !
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, then c ( ) = !

+1

!.

Theorem 58. (Ash-Cholak-Knight [10]) Let C
! be an -c.e. set where
2. Assume that the relations ( )1 <c ( ) are uniformly c.e. Assume that
for every n 2 !, for every sequence !
c 2 A<! , there is a 2 R such that a is
!
cn ( )-free over c . Then there is a computable model B and an isomorphism f
from A to B such that
f (R) T C T f:
Montalbán (see [86]) introduced the following de…nition of a degree spectrum of a relation on a cone. The intuition is that we have some …xed set of
information we can access, and we must use the same information to view all
copies of the structure.
De…nition 13. Let R be an additional relation on a structure A, and S an
additional relation on a structure B. We say that R and S have the same
Turing degree spectrum on a cone if there is a Turing degree d such that for
every Turing degree c d, we have
fdeg(RA1 ) c : A1 = A& deg(A1 )

cg =fdeg(S B1 ) c : B1 = B& deg(B1 )

cg.

A set X and its Turing degree are called n-CEA for n 2 !, if there is a
sequence X0 ; X1 ; : : : ; Xn such that X = Xn , X0 is c.e., and Xi+1 is c.e. in and
above Xi for 0 i n 1.
Theorem 59. Let A be a structure and R an additional relation on A.
(a) (Harizanov [80]) Relative to a cone, every degree spectrum of a relation is
either the singleton consisting of a computable degree or contains all c.e. degrees.
(b) (Harrison-Trainor [86]) Relative to a cone, every degree spectrum of a
relation is either intrinsically 02 or contains all 2-CEA degrees.
Harrison-Trainor also showed that there is a computable structure A with
relatively intrinsically d-c.e. relations that have incomparable degree spectra
relative to every oracle.
For some familiar relations on computable structures, their Turing degree
spectra exhibit the dichotomy: either singletons or in…nite. Harizanov [80] established that if for a non-intrinsically c.e. relation R on A, the Ash-Nerode decidability condition holds, then DgSpA (R) must be in…nite. Moses [136] proved
that a computable relation on a computable linear ordering is either de…nable
by a quanti…er-free formula with …nitely many constants, or is not intrinsically
computable. Hirschfeldt [92] gave a su¢ cient condition for a relation to have
in…nite degree spectrum. That is, if R is a computable relation on the domain of
a computable structure A such that there is a 02 function f such that f (A) is
a computable structure but f (R) is not a computable relation, then DgSpA (R)
must be in…nite. Applying this condition to linear orderings and using the proof
of Moses’s result, Hirschfeldt obtained the following result.
Theorem 60. ([92]) A computable relation on a computable linear ordering
is either de…nable by a quanti…er-free formula (in which case it is obviously
intrinsically computable) or has an in…nite Turing degree spectrum.
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Downey, Goncharov and Hirschfeldt [43] proved that a computable relation
on a computable Boolean algebra is either intrinsically computable or has in…nite
Turing degree spectrum.
Theorem 61. ([43]) A computable relation on a computable Boolean algebra is
either de…nable by a quanti…er-free formula with …nitely many constants (hence
intrinsically computable) or has in…nite degree spectrum.
A similar question about Turing degree spectra dichotomy can be asked for
computable relations on other classes of structures such as computable abelian
groups. Another interesting question from [43] is whether the degree spectrum
of an intrinsically 02 relation on a computable linear order is always a singleton
or in…nite.
Csima, Harizanov, Miller and Montalbán studied computable Fraïssé limits
and relations on their domains. A class K of structures is computably locally
…nite if there exists a computable function g : ! ! ! such that every structure
in K that is generated by n elements contains at most g(n) elements.
Theorem 62. [42] Let A be a 1-decidable structure for a …nite language L,
which is homogeneous and computably locally …nite. Let R be a unary relation
on A. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) The degree spectrum of R on A is not upward closed under Turing reducibility.
(ii) The relation R is de…nable by a quanti…er-free formula with parameters
in A.
(iii) The relation R is intrinsically computable.
As a corollary of this theorem, we obtain that if K is a class of …nite structures
for a …nite language L, such that T hL (K) is computably axiomatizable and
locally …nite, and with computable Fraïssé limit A, then A is as in Theorem 62.
For more complicated relations on computable structures, Soskov [153] established the following de…nability result.
Theorem 63. Let A be a computable structure and let R be a 11 relation on
its domain, which is invariant under automorphisms of A. Then R is de…nable
in A by a computable in…nitary formula (without parameters).
This led to the following characterization of intrinsically

1
1

relations.

Theorem 64. ([153]) For a computable structure A, and a relation R on A,
the following are equivalent:
(i) R is intrinsically 11 on A;
(ii) R is relatively intrinsically 11 on A;
(iii) R is de…nable in A by a computable in…nitary formula with …nitely
many parameters.
In the following theorem characterizing intrinsically 11 relations, Soskov [152]
established the equivalence (ii) , (iii), while (i) , (ii) was established in [70].
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Theorem 65. ([152, 70]) For a computable structure A and relation R on A,
the following are equivalent:
(i) R is intrinsically 11 on A;
(ii) R is relatively intrinsically 11 on A;
(iii) R is de…nable in A by a 11 disjunction of computable in…nitary formulas
with …nitely many parameters.
A relation R on A de…ned in A by a 11 disjunction of computable in…nitary
formulas with …nitely many parameters is also called formally 11 on A. In [70],
we showed that if A is a computable structure and let R a relation on A, which
is 11 and invariant under automorphisms of A, then R is de…nable in A by a
1
1 disjunction of computable in…nitary formulas without parameters.
Here are some examples of computable structures with intrinsically 11 relations. Let A be a Harrison ordering, that is, a computable linear ordering of
type ! CK
is the order type of the rationals. Let R be the initial
1 (1 + ), where
.
This
set R is intrinsically 11 , since it is de…ned by the
segment of type ! CK
1
disjunction of computable in…nitary formulas saying that the interval to the left
of x has order type , for computable ordinals .
For an ordering L, the interval algebra I(L) is the algebra generated, under
…nite union, by the half-open intervals [a; b), ( 1; b), [a; 1), with endpoints
in L. A Harrison Boolean algebra is a computable Boolean algebra of type
I(! CK
1 (1 + )). Let A be a Harrison Boolean algebra, and let R be the set
of superatomic elements. This R is intrinsically 11 , since it is de…ned by the
disjunction of computable in…nitary formulas saying that x is a …nite join of
-atoms, for computable ordinals .
A Harrison p-group is a computable abelian p-group G such that its length
(G) = ! CK
is 1, and the
1 , every element in its Ulm sequence (u (G)) <! CK
1
divisible part has in…nite dimension. A Harrison group is a Harrison p-group
for some p. Recall that the Ulm subgroups G are de…ned by G = p! G,
and u (G) =def dimZp P (G)=P +1 (G), where P (G) = G \ fx 2 G : px =
0g. Let A be a Harrison group, and let R be the set of elements that have
computable ordinal heights, that is, the complement of the divisible part. Then
R is intrinsically 11 on A, since it is de…ned by the disjunction of computable
in…nitary formulas saying that x has height , for computable ordinals . The
divisible part of G has the same degree as its complement R.
Theorem 66. [70] The following sets of Turing degrees are equal:
(i) the set of Turing degrees of maximal well-ordered initial segments of Harrison orderings;
(ii) the set of Turing degrees of superatomic parts of Harrison Boolean algebras;
(iii) the set of Turing degrees of divisible parts of Harrison p-groups;
(iv) the set of Turing degrees of left-most paths of computable trees T
! <!
such that T has a path, but no hyperarithmetical path;
(v) the set of Turing degrees of 11 paths through Kleene’s O.
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